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COMPLEX SPACE FORMS IMMERSED IN

COMPLEX SPACE FORMS

BY

H. NAKAGAWA AND K. OGIUE(l)

ABSTRACT. We determine all the isometric immersions of complex

space forms into complex space forms. Our result can be considered as the

local version of a well-known result of Calabi.

A Kaehler manifold of constant holomorphic curvature is called a complex

space form.  By a Kaehler submanifold we mean a complex submanifold with

the induced Kaehler metric. E. Calabi [1] gave a classification of Kaehler im-

beddings of complete and simply connected complex space forms into complete

and simply connected complex space forms. The local version of Calabi's result

has been conjectured to be true by the second author [4] and he gave some

partial solutions [2], [3].

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following two theorems which

furnish the complete solutions to the conjecture. Throughout this paper we

denote by Mn(c) an «-dimensional complex space form of constant holomorphic

curvature c.

Theorem 1. Let Mn(c) be a Kaehler submanifold immersed in Mn+p(c).

Ifc"> 0 and the immersion is full, then "c = vc and n + p = ("*")- I for some

positive integer v.

Theorem 2. Let Mn(c) be a Kaehler submanifold immersed in Mn+p(c).

7/c'< 0, then Z= c (i.e., Mn(c) is totally geodesic in^f„+p(c)).

1.  Kaehler submanifolds in Mn+p(c). Let M be an «-dimensional Kaehler

submanifold immersed in Mn+ (c). We choose a local field of unitary frames

ev ..., en, en+v ..., en+p in Mn+p(c~) in such a way that, restricted to M,
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(^Throughout this paper we use the following convention on the range of indices

unless otherwise stated:

A, B, C, . . . = 1, . . . , n, n + 1.n + p,

i,j,k,... = l,...,n,

a,ß,y,... = n + 1.n + p.
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ev . . . , en are tangent to M. Let co1, . . . , co", «n+1, . . . , co"+p be the

field of dual frames. Then the Kaehler metric f of Mn+p(c) is given by g =

2AuAZ5A and the structure equations of Mn+ (c) are given by (2)

(1.1) du* +Y,"b Awb = 0,      o^+Z5ba=Q,
B

(1.2) d<4 + £ uc A ofB = ñA,      ÜA = £ Rico«? A WD.
C C,D

Since Mn+p(c) is a complex space form of constant holomorphic curvature c", we

have

(1.3) RAbcd=^&cd+ScSbd)-

Restricting these forms to M, we have

(1-4) o>" = 0,

and the Kaehler metric g of M is given by g = 2,-co'ä}'.

It follows from (1.1), (1.4) and Cartan's lemma that we may write

(1.5) «p-EftS«'.   "i/ = >£-
/

Moreover we obtain

(1.6) d<J + Y^iJj A 0^ = 0,      wj + w/ = 0,
/

(1.7) dJ, + X 4 A W/* = fij,      fij = £ /?Jkrw* A w*.
k k.l

(1 -8) dco£ + 5» wj = fi£,      fi£ = £* ¡j*/"* A rf-
y k.l

From (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.7), we have

(1.9) Í2J = z\U8?ki + «ity "E'ft'?/}"* A B1-

Similarly from (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.8), we have

(1.10) n? = z(ï8p«+E*jtf5)«*A

If we define h*¡k and A?£ by

(i.ii) Z"h^k +^hh^k = dh^-^h>i -^^ +M^
k k k k ß

then we can easily see

(1.12) htjk=h%i'     h*ik=°-

CO
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We may define inductively the successive derivatives of hy by

Y,hf..., ̂  + y a?.... p

= dhf ....  -TThf ........ Jf +Th&, .... co°
1     *      =1   •      *    r    k    r      a     l    k

291

Z^-l^^+Z*?," /t/m
Wm

(1.13)

=^r,ki-Em..,r,A
r=l i,

\

-T.h\-ikm*r +Z*f1-I|k7«?.

If Afj.../fc is symmetric with respect to all indices, then taking the exterior deriva-

tive of the first equality of (1.13) and using (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8), we get

E^-ty^'A um -Z (A?rV-- A«.. .lk-t )<o'a ZT
l>ftl 11 fit

l, m

from which, together with (1.9) and (1.10), we obtain

(1.14) hîi~iklm=h'ïl-ikml>       ht1-iklm=hf1-ikmb

\-iklm     \-ikml

- 7 1(* - 1)A? ..., 5,m + Z A? . .   • 5-    Î4 |v        r,i   '* ,m     ^ V '  '* Vf
(1.15)

r_1  V h?

Since AjJ- and A^ are symmetric with respect to all indices, (1.14) implies

inductively that

(1.16) A?...,   is symmetric with respect to all indices,
'l   '*

and consequently (1.15) holds for all integers k > 2.
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2. Proof of theorems. Since Mn(c) is a complex space form of constant

holomorphic curvature c, the curvature forms Í2J are given by

«/ = Z*/*7«* A cô» = I I](5j6w + 5^/7)co* A Z?,
k.l * k.l

which, together with (1.9), implies

(2.1) LW, = £Í£(8<A, + Síf5/k)-
«

From (2.1) and the second property of (1.12), we obtain

(2.2) £A? ...,#, = 0   forfc>3.

Substituting (2.1) and (2.2) into (1.15), we have

j.« _ ¿a _ C ~ kc , a        «
ntl—lklm  ~ni1-ikml 4     "i1-ik°lm

+ | !>?,.••/.•./A*    forfc>3,

and, in particular, applying this relation to the first term of the right-hand side

repeatedly and taking account of (1.12), we can obtain

(2.3)        rç-v--£^rtt£'to-*V

where the notation " means the omission of the index ir. Since A^fe is symmetric,

from (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), we have

KAn = ̂ "C)f"2C) Qifijmhn + W*m + «ft. V«
(2.4) +*

+ */m V5*« + 5/«S/f5*m + 5//i5/«5*/)-

First of all, as a generalization of (2.1) and (2.4), we shall prove the

following.

Lemma 1.

10   fork-hi,

/or * = /,
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where 2a is the summation on all permutations with respect to indices iv .... ik.

Proof.  We shall prove the second equality by induction. The cases

where k — 2, and k = 3 reduce to (2.1) and (2.4) respectively.

We suppose that the following equalities hold:

M  ZK,.,thj,.,,=~ n c-rozt.w • ■ • Bom

for / < k.

Then it follows from (2.3) that

Making use of (2.3) and the supposition (2.6) of the induction repeatedly, we

see that

/» -7X y A? ..., hj .... m = 0,   i.e.,   Y A? ..., mhJ ....  = 0.(2.7) ¿- h  lk h 'km *-* h  lkm n >k
x     ' ot a

From (2.3) and the second equality of (2.7), we have

i * ~

This shows that (2.5) holds for any integer k.

By the similar argument, we can prove the first equality of (2.5) noting

that we may assume k > I without loss of generality. Q.E.D.

From the second equality of (2.5) we have

(2.8) «        1      +1

= \n(n + 1) • • • (n+k)(c- c)^- 2c) • • • (c-kc).
4*

Lemma 2. 7/c > 0, rAen c"= vc/or some positive integer v.

Proof.  Suppose that there exists no integer / such that c"= le.  Then,

since c > 0 so that c~> c > 0, there exists an integer fc satisfying (k - l)c < c1

< kc.  For such k, the right-hand side of (2.8) is negative, which contradicts the

fact that the left-hand side is nonnegative. Q.E.D.
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Next we prove the following.

Lemma 3. (1) lfc = vc for a positive integer v, then n + p> ("£") - 1.

(2) Ifc >0>corO>c>c,thenn+p> ("+*) - 1 for any positive

integer v.

Proof.   Put m, = Ç]1) - (n + 1) and suppose p<mv. Let H = (//£)

be a matrix of order m„ defined by

A?,       for p<m2,'1'2

[jf-n =J hW3   for m2<n<m3,

|/£ = 0

Then it follows from (2.5) that

Äiy»i„    for mv_x < p < mv,

for p < X < mv.

tHH =

2!
c- c

lCi(c-rc)

where

^ 4=1

and rx + • • • + r¡ = /.  The assumption on c and ^implies that the determinant

of H is not zero, which contradicts the definition of the matrix H.  Q.E.D.

Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemma 3.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to show the

following.

Lemma 4. Ifc = vc for a positive integer v and the immersion is full,

thenn+p = (nlv)-l.

Proof.  In consideration of Lemma 3(1), we suppose n + p >("+")- 1.
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Let A2 = (A2ß) be a matrix of order p defined by A2% = ^k.i^ki^ci- ^ *s

easily seen that A2 is a Hermitian matrix. Furthermore, we consider a p x (" J1)

matrix H2 = (A0,). Then these two matrices satisfy

c    c „ „   trj   =
A2H2-—^-H2,     H2 H2 -A2,

and the matrix tH2H2 is nonsingular, which imphes that the rank of the matrix

A2 is equal to ("2 '). We denote by Nx the normal space to M at x, and

define a mapping f2 of A/^ x Nx into a complex field C by

/2(*>r) = Z^t<^>

where X = 2a |aea and y = E^tj^. Let //  be the set of all Hermitian

matrices of order p, which is considered as a complex vector space. The unitary

group U(p) operates on H  as follows:  For any Hermitian matrix A EHp and

any UE U(p), U(A) = fÜAU.

Since the matrix A2 is invariant under U(p), the mapping f2 is well defined

and it is a positive semidefinite Hermitian form of rank r = ("2 ') so that it can

be normalized as

f2(X, X) = AX+lCi + l + ' ' * + K&n+rSn+r

This means that we can choose a new unitary frame (e¡, eaj, eß) at x such that

«, « (n + l\ /« + 2\ /n + 2\
(2.9) V*0,      «f = 0   for^    j   )<«i<^   2   j,/5>i    2    V

Similarly, we can choose a new unitary frame (e(-, eai, ea2, eß) such that

/« + 1\ /n + 2\

(,,o,   *"( « )M *)•
/« + 2\ In + 3\ /n + 3\
(»)<,k<( »>'»(»)■

In fact, we take a unitary frame (e¡, eax, eß) satisfying property (2.9). Let

A3= (A3ß*) be a matrix of order p defined by A3ß* = Z¡, kh^kh^¡k. Then A3

is also a Hermitian matrix of rank C32) and it is invariant under U(p). This

imphes that a mapping f3 ofNx x Nx into C defined by

f¿X.Y) = TA$S¿¡§,
<*,ß
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where X = Sa %aea and Y = 2^ tj^, is well defined and is also a positive

semidefinite Hermitian form of rank ("\2). Therefore we can choose a frame

satisfying (2.10).

Since hf...j. = 0 for /> v + 1, we can inductively choose a unitary frame

(e¡, eaí.eav-v ea) at x sucn tnat

/   <o* = 0

(2.11)

for ß >

\

(■:■).

a, « /« + 2\
w/^O,   w? = 0 for/3>f J,

a „ /" + r + 1\
co/    *0,   (o£      =0    for/3> [ J,

ar-l a/-l y   r+ 1    y'

fr)
wa*-;*0,   u£      =0   for{?>"i»-2 "p-2

«£      =0

where C'Jr) < ar < ("*+!*). Now we consider a distribution SDJ on the frame

bundle defined by

c/ = 0,   wf = 0,   (0^=0,....0,^=0   foxß>("+vVJ,

where ("J') < oj, < (n++j *). Then it follows from the structure equations that

do/ = - ¿ of A (J - £ 2 °%r A w0tr ~Z °4 A "^
/=i r=l a.

= 0   (mod (J, wf, co^,..., i-^^j).

/=1 r—

= 0   (mod (J, a>f, co£ i,..., ^j),

r /=1 r     J=l«j      S 7 '

= 0   (mod o/, <of, ofai,. .., w^), where 7 > ("     V\.

Therefore it is seen that the distribution S0c is completely integrable.
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For any point x in Mn(c), let M(x) be the maximal integral submanifold

of 3W throughx. Then M(x) is of {("J1) - l}-dimensional and by the construc-

tion it is totally geodesic in Mn+ (c). Thus there exists an {("*") - l}-dimen-

sional totally geodesic submanifold of Mn+p(c ) in which the given submanifold

Mn(c) is immersed. This is a contradiction to the assumption that the immersion

is full.

This completes the proof.
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